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Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop does Her servile Obsequious best
to Flatter Trump
by jake Sunday, Oct 1 2017, 12:35am
international / prose / post

Extraordinary! The headline appearing in Murdoch rag The Weekend Australian, read:
"Julie Bishop credits Donald Trump’s rhetoric with forcing China to act against
North Korea" -- believe it or not.

Conservative FM, Julie Bishop, a thorough Disgrace

It seems the servile, vassal conservative 'government' of Australia knows no bounds regarding its
vassalage and servility to Trump. Who is a world-wide known quantity. Australians are expected to
believe that a pathologically lying buffoon devoid of all political skills engages in "rhetoric" or
persuasive discourse, which SKILL is usually reserved for astute politicians. Rants, LIES and childish
threats/tantrums do not constitute political rhetoric, Ms Bishop, you tragic and pathetic servile
figure.

The fact is that conservative governments do not govern Australia, they serve minority
banker/corporate interests and Washington at great cost to themselves and the Australian nation.
But this latest ABSURDITY from the foreign minister is clearly so pathetic it beggars belief.
However, it is a sad but true political reality.

It should now be clear to the most bereft Australian citizen that voting Liberal is voting for slavery to
DANGEROUS foreign powers that threaten the lives of all Australians by provoking unnecessary
WARS. Trump's extremely dangerous outbursts should be viewed for what they are -- the utterings
of a political dunce and madman that seeks only to make the headlines at whatever cost, including
obviously a nuclear world war -- all Aussies and the WORLD are aware of that reality Ms Bishop, you
have sealed your and your party's political fate. May I suggest you tell such outrageous stories to
your demented grandmother rather than the informed and educated Australian public, this is not the
dumbed-down USA, you stupid SERVILE bitch!

[There is no room for the "madman politics" of the Nixon era, the world is far too unstable and it
doesn't need an unstable nincompoop US president that perpetually takes the bait. Any attempts to
legitimise Trump's obvious stupidity and dangerous pathological personality must be REJECTED out
of hand, Ms Bishop -- suck harder next time!]
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